
How-To Guide for Threading the 1392 

From Thread Stand:  
1. Take the thread behind the rod, through the eyelet, through the thread tensioner, through 

another eyelet, then inside the slotted thread break detector and pull down towards the 

needles. 
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2. Route the thread under the furthest rod, under the second rod, under the butterfly tube, 

through the guides, then over another butterfly tube and then down through the guides and 

towards the needles. 
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3. Route the thread from the rod down to the eyelets below. 

 

 



4. Thread the needles. The front needles are threaded straight down from the eyelets. The rear 

needles are threaded by routing the thread under the middle bar and over the rear bar and 

down to the needles. The middle needles are threaded similar to the rear needles but the 

thread only goes over the middle bar then down to the needles. 
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Looper Thread Routing: 
1. Run the thread through the eyelet and thread tensioner. Then take the thread over the first bar. 
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2. Route the thread over the first thread rod, under the second thread rod, then through the 

thread eyelets. 
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3. From the back looking at the loopers, route thread through the last set of eyelets and under the 

bar with the exception of the closest looper. Run thread straight from eyelet to looper. 
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4. Once at the looper, guide the thread through the back of the looper and bring it around the side 

then through the front of the looper. 

 

 


